This paper outlines and discusses the nature of the systems approach to teacher education in foreign languages. The following topics are discussed: (1) purpose of the system, (2) content of the teacher preparation program, (3) development of c.jectives, (4)academic foundations-objectives, (5) foreign language-culture, (6) systems approach process, (7) analysis of learning tasks, (8) .need for national direction and local implementation, (9) system design, (10) implementation, and (11) feedback. Three illustrations are included concerning foreign language teacher preparation as a system, components and domains of learning, and a flow chart of a systems model for Spanish teacher preparation. ( To relate some of the developments which one of the foremost figures in the application of a system approach :n foreign language education, Bela Banathy, defines a system as "deliberately designed entities, comprised of parts, which are interrelated and designed to interact in order to attain predetermined purposes.
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To relate some of the developments which one of the foremost figures in the application of a system approach :n foreign language education, Bela Banathy, defines a system as "deliberately designed entities, comprised of parts, which are interrelated and designed to interact in order to attain predetermined purposes.
Thus a systems approach to teacher preparation involves entities such as the college department of foreign languages and literatures, the college of education, the state department of education, the professional societies (State and local), the high schools and/or elementary schools, each cooperating in such a way so as to attain their predetermined purpose--the preparation of a teacher able to teach foreign languages effectively or to use today's jargon, "able to manage learning" in such a way as to induce students to learn foreign languages. The term "system" has been employed since World War II when industries became increasingly concerned with research and development in the production of new products and improvement of existing ones. It is possible, although often objectionable to some, to compare the undergraduate students in the teacher preparation system as new products which can be molded into an adequate product and in-service teachers as an example of an existing product in need of improvement. We may not like to think of the college or university as a system, but we have all heard of "the diploma mill" and students do perceive the college or university as some system which they must enter, be ground around in, and pushed out the other end--a raw product refined by the system, churned around and dropped into society and the foreign language class, hopefully prepared to do a job.
As
Banathy has pointed out, "education is product oriented, its products being the educated man and the knowledge produced through research n2
Education can therefore be conceived of as a system. Students come from society (and the home) into elementary education, and/or teacher training, through graduate education, and then may be turned back into society, for action for the first time. All other options for leaving education and returning to the outside world full time are possible, with the return possibility at any level also available. Education as a system functions within the realm of society. On the other hand, education is composed of smaller elements or subsystems such as elementary education, secondary education, teacher training, college or university education and adult or advanced professional education.
Educated citizens represent the output of the educational system. The system of education and each individual subsystem receive a feedback of information concerning their product in the form of success or failure of the learner in their society situation.
One could also conceive the preparation of foreign language teachers as a system. Using Spanish teacher training as our system, subsystems would include teacher training for elementary school Spanish teachers, for secondary school Spanish teachers, for college and university Spanish teachers, for graduate school Spanish teachers, and for Spanish teachers of adults (Illustration 1). The suprasystem of Spanish teacher training as a system would be teacher preparation in general.
Purpose of the System
The purpose of the system is to prepare the teacher of Spanish let us say, for the secondary school, since this is Where the majority of our customers begin their professional career. The need is for a system designed to produce -3-this type of individual with a job description delineating the desired teacher behavior required-both in and out of the classroom, to function adequately in this capacity.
Content
What content is required in a Spanish teacher preparation program planned especially for teachers of Spanish? Since a systems approack will ultimately produce a teacher whose performance will be evaluated in terms of overt teach- In a systems approach to Spanish teacher preparation, however, desired objectives written in performance terms will be predetermined based on the job analysis of Spanish teachers. The ordering of a curriculum based on these criteria would not necessarily reflect the lock-step course sequence which exists in colleges and universities today. Mini-courses or modules developed to accomplish specific objectives could be selected by the student or assigned to him based on his needs. The student would be aware at all times of his progress toward specific goals.
Developments of Objectives
In order to develop guidelines for the formulation of objectives for the training of the Spanish specialist, it is advantageous not only to imploy the three areas of components in which learning is to take place, but also the type of learning or the type of performance involved. The three domains of learning identified by Benjamin Bloom and associates 4 are helpful in developing the format. The three domains of learning --cognitive, affective, and psychomotor correspond to what a Spanish specialist must know, feel and be able to do.
The matrix provided (Illustration 2) here gives some major areas in which investigation is needed. To develop a perspective of history which enables the teacher of Spanish to view how the teaching of Spanish has fit into the curriculum in the United States.
Particular points of attainment could be determined and worked into a LAP for this particular phase of instruction. The potential teacher could read the objective and best determine how to attain it since suggestions for gaining the knowledge would be offered in the LAP. Certain courses on a semester, a tri-semester, or quarterly basis, or mini-courses could be made available on an alternating basis, so that students could pick and choose.
Specific readings in the history of education, the history of foreign language teach.ag, or other sources could be made available in a learning center to fac:.litate the progress of the student toward obtaining the objectives.
FOREIGN LANGI1AGE -CULTURE -Cognitive
It would be possible to apply Howard Nostrand's "Emergent Model" to the development of performance objectives in all three domains of our model. 5 Nostrand divides the model into five groups: the culture, the society, the cross-cultural environment, the ecology, and the Individual. Using the Culture as an example, Nostrand talks about the culture's value system and the tensions within it. He identifies these areas as individual features rather than societal features of the French:
1.
The art of living 2.
Intellectuality 3.
Individualism and civil liberty 4. Realism and good sense 5. Law and order 6. Distributive justice (humanitarian spirit)
These could be used as goal indicators in a system of teacher preparation.
Specific objectives could be developed which might be used as measurements for determining if prospective teachers had the cognitive knowledge for handling this material. The affective domain (CULTURE -Affective) would involve internalizing this material, and skills (CULTURE -Psychomotor) would involve body language which would reflect this information and these feelings.
As additional information is gathered concerning the behaviors necessary for successful performance in the Spanish classroom, areas of overlapping can be identified and the categories and goals may be streamlined. At this stage of development, however, these areas seem to be lucrative for additional in- Dr. Leon Lessinger, considered by some to be the 'father of accountability,'
and presently Dean of the College of Education at the University of South Carolina, discusses "teaching as a performing art."7 He feels that we have looked at teaching through the eyss of social scientists and psychologists particularly over the past fifty years and feels we might gain something of value by locking at teaching from the standpoint of a performing artist.
We do arrive at some interesting observations from this viewpoint. Consider the involvement factor alone. What actor deriving his effectiveness from the interaction between himself and the audience would fail to involve himself in the acting situation until the semester before he is asked to take over a major role as happens when a graduating senior takes student teaching in his senior year for six weeks to a semester only to be taking a full time job teaching three months after completion of this activity? An actor would certainly want more involvement than that and surely would have had it. Most prospective teachers have little involvement in the teaching process. Could we not involve our teaching majors in the teaching operation of our basic courses at the university level to a greater extent? If we have program in self-pacing at the University, could we not permit our teaching majors to become involved in the instructional procedures? Would this not make Spanish 311 "Spanish Grammar and Syntax" more relevant? Would this not provide a greater motivation for the student who has never been questioned about what he knows and does not know? Does he have to wait until student teaching to be faced by near-peers (in age) to find that he has a lot of reviewing to do?
Would this not assist him in helping him to plan his own outcomes?
System Des
Once the regional or state area has set up its specifications for the objectives for the program, analysed the needs of the potential teacher entering the system, it is time to determine the system design. The measures necessary to remedy deficiencies are analysed and ordered based on availability of personnel, materials, room space, inter-university visitation (in small schools particularly), on the secondary school visitation, and/or internship, or other arrangements which will assist in maintaining needed objectives. The institution best suited for this type of preparation is a large university setting in which a number of disciplines are readily available such as linguistics departments, psychology departments, etc. to supply resource personnel for student access. Smaller colleges are limited in some respects when it comes to providing the personnel for this type of programming. On the other hand, the sheer number of applicants to be handled and counseled at a large university makes the task there difficult. The System Design considers ac its outstanding feature the most beneficial arrangement of who, what, how, when, and where.
Implementation
Once the system has been designed, the next step is to implement it with the potential Spanish teacher. The procedures outlined in the system design are carried out. After learning has taken place, further analysis of the result will reveal progress toward the performance goals in mind and about the validity of the objectives initially formulated.
Feedback
By virtue of feedback the total integration of the system is guaranteed.
The analysis of teacher performance during the implementation stage provides information which is utilized in restructuring of the objectives of the system.
Viable research of outcomes and performances of students will be necessary before performance based teacher education can be lifted before such research is available, if ever. But based on research we are now involved in with performance objectives in basic language classes, I would predict some of these things would happen in Spanish teacher education programs if performance criteria were implemented in colleges and universities: 1) There would be less student complaint about the content'of courses in education and/or methodology because students would know what is expected of them and less would be left to the whim of the individual progressors who wish to "do their thing" which ma:, or may not be related to the goals involved.
2) There would be less duplication from course to course leading to more satisfied customers. Haw to :evelop a lesson plan would no longer be developed in general curriculum and student teaching. 3) Students would become more independent and capable of assuming responsibility. How we relish the student or student teacher who cantake a problem and given a few directions can attack the problem and solve it without having to be spoon-fed! These characteristics, which are so essential to successful first-year teachers are seldom developed in many undergraduate programs today where students are so dependent on pro- Working models of this type are important because:
1)
It would help each teacher identify his style of teaching.
2)
It would increase teacher flexibility for different educational structures.
A teacher prepared to do a variety of methods could serve better in different situations and would not feel locked to the method he has experienced or had student-taught with.
3)
It would provide diagnostic possibilities for the teacher trainer. As it is now, the student teacher gets in a situation in a school before problems are identified leaving the teacher trainer with little to do but hope she can weather the storm and still be salvaged as a teacher. 4) It provides the prospective teacher with different tracks. Some might finish in two years while others may require additional time.
5)
If different standards with a system were established, it might promote P master teacner concept to be differentiated from an intern, a teacher assistant, or a tea :her aide. 6) It might help us focus better on many problems facing outgoing teachers today such as urban problems, bilingual education, and others. 8 This is not to say that we are not doing a lot of things better than we were ten years ago. As John Dusel9 pointed out recently: 1) the foreign language teaching major of today controls the language much better than his counterpart a few years ago; 2) he may have been exposed to some related theory such as the linguistic theory of foreign language teaching; 3) he may have studied and practiced methods of foreign language teaching; 4) he has had a greater chance of having a foreign language teacher for his methods course; 5) he may have had training in the use of electronic aids; 6) he is more conscious of foreign culture and foreign values. Preparation.
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